
 
Tactical Strategy Bullet, Wednesday, November 21, 2018 

This communication is for Professional Investors only. Retail Investors should seek their own 
independent financial advice. Please read the important disclaimer at the end of this document. 

 

Tactical Strategy Observations: 

                                                                                                                                             
Investment Banks and their (lack of) Timing….                                                                                                                                                  

So…now, after the market has taken a tumble and the teeth have fallen out of the FAANGS…certain well 

known investment banks now suggest raising cash and taking a cautious stance on stocks… 

We told our investors and readers that weeks ago (before their portfolios were decimated)….Just 

saying… 

The raised cash that we put aside earlier in anticipation of this market correction is in process of being 

allocated, details to follow… 

Brexit….The Player, not the Game….. 

Aside from Spain, EU leaders can’t stop telling anyone that will listen about how ‘non-negotiable’ the 

Withdrawal deal is.  

Since when was anything that was commercial in nature, non negotiable? This isn’t an affair of the heart 

with absolutes and a promise of unconditional love. This is business. Therefore, it’s all negotiable. 

Everything is open to a haggle and the more the EU say it isn’t, the more it seems that it is. 

We are not Brexit law experts, so we would rather focus on the players rather than the game. The UK’s 

weakness is simply if PM May has learnt any lessons from the General Election, or not. For anyone old 

enough to remember Rocky II….all Apollo Creed had to do in the last couple of rounds was circle the ring 

and hold Sly off with his longer reaching jab.  To stay out of a clinch and out of hook and upper cut 

range. Courtesy of Hollywood, we all know the ending. PM May made this mistake in the General 

Election and instead of sailing along whilst ahead on points, she got caught up in the heat and trivia of 

domestic disputes… and there went the Tory Majority. 

Fast forward to today. Simply put, in our observations, the Withdrawal deal doesn’t seem all that far off 

a deal that will assuage and neutralise at least half of the European Research Group as well as silence 

Dominic Raab and most other vocal opponents that have their eye on the top job. Maybe, in substance, 

5% away perhaps. 
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Cross Asset Conviction List  

The Conviction List is a collection of investment ideas from across the investment discipline 

spectrum that look most promising based on a combination of  fundamentals and shorter 

term catalysts. The list is not an investment portfolio. It has no mandated sector allocation or 

prescribed risk profile criteria, no ‘style’ bias nor any concentration or other constraints.  

 

When two sides are this close to a workable deal, it doesn’t just need brinkmanship to close it off. It 

requires absolute self-belief, self-reliance and the realisation that a deal rather than no deal is better for 

all sides. And on this, we hope that PM May has realised the value of taking a strong line after the soppy 

General Election performance, where insipidity and mediocrity almost led to her slow political and 

premature death. The merits of having a plan and sticking to it. 

It’s actually better for the UK not to have a change in PM. It is also better for the UK to be seen to 

struggle to pass this deal and for PM May to be given the room to use this leverage to squeeze another 

5% from the EU to close it out (rather than for it to sail through as it is). There’s clearly some distance 

between the sides but it shouldn’t take much for an acceptable compromise that still leaves all parties 

happy with the outcome and with an altered Withdrawal package that passes in the UK. 

Please don’t tell any of the EU leaders that we have them where we want them. Sniper punch is en 

route….(hopefully)…(EU) Grins expose (their) floating chins… 
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